Project report

Elena Frolova
Started in April 2013 in Graz

- 12 experts participated; 6 requests were registered
- Countries: Albania -2; Greece -3; Bulgaria -1
- Special evaluation form was created and sent to all members who asked questions.
- All members stressed the high value and asked to continue the project
Evaluation form

- Are you satisfied with our expert’s answers?
- Was information received useful, new, and applicable?
- Do you consider this project useful and interesting?
- Will you recommend keeping on it?
- Do you have any suggestions to improve this project?
Suggestion from the member

- Maybe it would help that more info about the expert of the month is provided in the email sent to announce the new expert with a short bio of the expert.

- This experience of sharing information by these experts on their country undergraduate curricula made me aware that we need more information and resource sharing between EURACT members.

- Maybe each month one country shares on a specific project or challenge or problem or solution they currently experience and can wait for ideas, suggestions or sharing of solutions already found and used elsewhere. (Eralda’s suggestion)
My suggestion

- To involve previous Council members as experts
- To try new format – webcast or podcast, to demonstrate EURACT Council members as experts in clinical fields
- For this I need assistance of WEB experienced persons